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“Medical equipment manufacturers have traditionally
sought to expand their range of products and services by

acquiring and collaborating with companies that can offer
complimentary products and services. Such collaborations

are now occurring not only through traditional acquisitions
and partnerships, but also through asset swaps, carve outs,

and transaction collaborations across the industry.”
– Lewis Cone, B2B Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• How can manufacturers maximise sales in a climate of restrictive health expenditure and
efficiency targets?

• What sectors of the medical equipment market are expected to provide the best growth
prospects?

• How will Brexit impact manufacturers of medical equipment?
• How can manufacturers best respond to the threat of new market entrants from the

technology sector?
• What does the future hold for the industry?
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Changes to NHS procurement could place further strain on suppliers’ margins
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Association of British Healthcare Industries
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